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1. INTRODUCTION
The celebrated paper [BN] deals with the problem
&2u=u2*&1+*u in 0
u>0 in 0 (1.1)
u=0 on 0,
where 0 is a bounded smooth open subset of RN, N3, and 2*=
(2NN&2) is the socalled critical exponent for Sobolev embedding.
Pohozaev identity (see [P]) implies that (1.1) has no solution if 0 is
strictly star shaped and *0; on the other hand, the requirement u>0 in
0 implies *<*1 , where *1 is the first eigenvalue of &2 in 0. Hence, con-
fined to 0<*<*1 , the following results were proved in [BN]:
Theorem A. If N4 then (1.1) has at least one solution u # H 10(0) when
0<*<*1 .
Theorem B. If N=3, problem (1.1) has at least one solution u # H 10(0)
when *
*
<*<*1 , where ** is a suitable positive number.
Theorem C. If N=3 and 0 is a ball, then *
*
= 14 *1 , and (1.1) has no
solution for **
*
.
The preceding results show that the space dimension N plays a
fundamental role when one seeks solutions of (1.1); in particular, the
dimension N=3 is a special one, if compared with N4. According to the
definition introduced by Pucci and Serrin (see [PS1; PS2]; see also [G]),
we shall say that N=3 is a critical dimension for problem (1.1). More
generally, we shall say that a dimension N is critical for a second order
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linear elliptic positive operator L if there exists a smooth bounded domain
0/RN in which the equation
Lu= f (x, u)+*u in 0
u>0 in 0
u=0 on 0
has no solutions for some * # (0, *1 ), where *1 is the first eigenvalues of L
and f (x, u) is a nonlinear term, critical with respect to L.
The present work deals with a wide class of nonlinear critical second
order elliptic problems which exhibit the phenomenon of critical dimen-
sions. Moreover, the problems considered here contain a (continuous)
parameter, depending on which any fixed dimension N may be critical or
not. This allows us to understand better the phenomenon of critical dimen-
sions and to obtain a unifying principle, which holds for a large collection
of critical problems and, roughly speaking, relates the critical behaviour of
a nonlinear problem to a suitable L ploc-summability (eventually with respect
to a weight function) of the fundamental solution of the elliptic operator
involved in the problem (see below in the present section).
To be more precise, let 0/RN be a smooth bounded domain, N3,
such that 0 # 0, and let us consider the problem
L[u]=&2u&+
u
|x|2
=u2*&1+*u in 0
u>0 in 0 (1.2)
u=0 on 0,
where + is a real parameter. The equation in (1.2) is the Euler equation of
the functional
J(u)=
1
2 |0 |{u(x)|
2 dx&
+
2 |0
u2(x)
|x|2
dx&
1
2* |0 u
2*(x) dx&
*
2 |0 u
2(x) dx .
(1.3)
As a consequence of Hardy inequality (see [HLP]) the linear elliptic
operator L is positive and has discrete spectrum iff
+<+ =
(N&2)2
4
(1.4)
(see also [JS] for a quite elementary proof of these assertions, independent
of Hardy inequality; for generalizations and related problems, see [BV]).
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From now on, we shall assume that (1.4) holds. In particular, L=L(+) has
a first eigenvalue, say *1 (+), which is a solution to the problem
*1 (+)= min
u # H1
0(0)
0 |{u|
2&+ 0 u
2 |x|2
0 u2
; (1.5)
it is easy to see [JS] that *1 (+) is a decreasing function of + and, when
+  + , *1 (+)  const>0.
A Pohozaev-type identity shows that, if 0 is star shaped with respect to
x=0 and *0, then (1.2) has no solutions; therefore, just as for (1.1), we
shall confine ourselves to the case 0<*<*1 (+). Then, the following results
hold (for the proof see Section 2):
Theorem 1.A. If ++ &1 then (1.2) has at least one solution u # H 10(0)
when 0<*<*1 (+).
Theorem 1.B. If + &1<+<+ , then problem (1.2) has at least one
solution u # H 10(0) when **(+)<*<*1 (+), where
*
*
(+)= min
. # H1
0(0)
|
0
|{.(x)|2
|x| 2#
dx<|0
.2(x)
|x|2#
dx
and #=- + +- + &+.
Theorem 1.C. If + &1<+<+ and 0=B(0, R) (i.e., the ball centered at
x=0 with radius R), then (1.2) has no solutions for **
*
(+).
The preceding theorems show that any dimension N may be critical for
problem (1.2); now it is only a matter of how + is close to + . Let us note
the striking analogy between Theorems A, B, and C and Theorems 1.A,
1.B, and 1.C: in particular, again we may exactly distinguish, when 0 is a
ball, those * for which (1.2) has solution from those * for which (1.2) has
no solutions.
So far we have considered linear operators of second order, but critical
dimensions occur also in elliptic problems of higher order, like
(&2)k u=*u+|u| p&2 u in 0
(1.6)
D:u | 0=0 |:|k&1
where 0 is a smooth bounded subset of RN and p=2N(N&2k) is the
critical Sobolev exponent for the embedding of Hk(0) into L p(0). As is
well-known, the following conjecture was proposed by Pucci and Serrin:
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Conjecture (Pucci and Serrin). The space dimension N is critical for the
operator (&2)k if and only if 2k<N<4k (here critical dimension means
that (1.6) has no radial solutions, for a certain 0<*<*1 , when 0=
B(0, R)/RN ).
This conjecture has been proved in many cases: see [PS1, PS2, EFJ,
NSJ] for k=2, [GR1] when k=3, 4 and, for any k but in a sligthly
weaker version, [GR2]; see also [BG, GA].
Now the following questions arise: Is there a feature that problems (1.2)
(hence (1.1)), and (1.6) share when they exhibit the phenomenon of critical
space dimensions? If it exists, does it allow us to understand better this
phenomenon?
The answer to each is positive, which motivates the present work. In
Table I we summarize, for the elliptic operators so far considered, the con-
ditions under which critical dimensions occur:
TABLE I
Operator Critical behaviour
&2&
+
|x| 2
+>+ &1
(&2)k N<4k
Now, let us compare Table I with Table II, in which we report, for any
operator L, its fundamental solution u(x)=G(0, x) (i.e., the solution of
the problem Lu=$, where $ is the Dirac delta at x=0) and the
conditions under which this function is L2-summable near x=0 (for L=
&2&(+ |x|2) there is no solution of Lu=$ when +>0; in this case,
G(0, x)=|x|&#, where, again, #=+ +- + &+ stands for a generalized con-
cept of fundamental solution; i.e., G(0, x) represents, among all the radial
solutions of Lu=0 in RN"[0], the one having the strongest pole at x=0)
TABLE II
Operator G(0, x) L2loc summability
&2&
+
|x| 2
C |x| &# +>+ &1
(&2)k C |x| 2k&N N<4k
Note that the second column of Table I and the third column of Table
II are identical; this means that there is a relationship between critical
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dimensions and L2-summability of fundamental solutions. More precisely,
we could state the following
Principle. A space dimension N is critical for a linear elliptic operator
L if and only if L has at least one Green function G(x0 , x) belonging to
L2loc(R
N).
Now, apart from comparisons of Table I and Table II, let us motivate
this principle. We shall do this for problem (1.1), but our arguments may
be applied to the other cases presented here.
Let us briefly recall the main tool developed in [BN] in order to get
Theorems A and B: if there exists u # H 10(0) such that
Q* (u)=
&{u&22&*&u&22
&u&22*
<S= inf
u # H1
0(0)
&{u&22
&u&22*
= min
u # H1(RN)
&{u&22
&u&22*
(1.7)
then (1.1) has a solution. In fact, Lieb’s lemma shows that the minimum in
S*= inf
u # H 1
0(0); &u&2*=1
[&{u&22&*&u&
2
2]
is reached, provided S*<S.
We know that, when 0=RN, Q0(u) attains its minimum when u belongs
to the family of functions U=(x0 , x) defined by
U= (x0 , x)=
C=
(=+|x&x0 | 2)(N&2)2
,
where =>0, C= (=N (N&2)) (N&2)4 and x0 is any point of RN; therefore,
for a bounded domain 0, it is quite natural to estimate Q* (u) on functions
u= of the form
u= (x)=.(x) U= (x0 , x), (1.8)
where 0<=<<1, x0 # 0 and .(x) # H10(0).
Let us remark that, if we define U = (x0 , x)=C=&1U=(x0 , x), then
lim
=  0
U =(x0 , x)=
1
|x&x0 |N&2
=CG(x0 , x),
where G(x0 , x) is the Green function of &2.
A careful estimate when =  0 leads to the asymptotic expansion
Q* (u=)=S+C 2= |
0
( |{.(x)|2&*.2(x)) U =2(x0 , x) dx+_(=, .), (1.9)
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where _(=, .)  0 when =  0 for any fixed smooth .; moreover, by choos-
ing . sufficiently flat near x0 (for instance .(x)=const in a neighborhood
of x0), we have _=o(C=2) (See section 2 for details).
From (1.9) and the behaviour of the remainder _, it is evident that
Q*(u= )<S, when = is sufficiently small, if
|
0
|{.(x)|2 U 2= (x0 , x) dx<* |
0
.2(x) U 2= (x0 , x) dx . (1.10)
Now, if G(x0 , x) is not L2-summable near x0 , we may choose as .(x) a
smooth positive function attaining its maximum at x=x0 (and flat near
x0); this implies that the righthand term in (1.10) goes to infinity faster
than the lefthand term, so that (1.10) is certainly fulfilled when =  0, for
any *>0.
On the other hand, if G(x0 , x) is L2-summable near x0 , both terms in
(1.10) remain bounded when =  0, and (1.10) tends to
|
0
|{.(x)|2 G2(x0 , x) dx<* |
0
.2(x) G2(x0 , x) dx, (1.11)
which obviously fails for small positive values of *.
Summarising, Brezis and Nirenberg found that N=3 was a special case
for their problem (1.1); N=3 is special just because the Green function of
&2 belongs to L2loc (R
N ) iff N=3.
Another way to obtain critical dimensions under the action of a
parameter is to consider weighted Sobolev spaces. More precisely, let us
consider, instead of (1.3), the functional
J(u)=
1
2 |0
1
|x|:
|{u(x)|2 dx&
1
p; |0
1
|x|:
u p;(x)
|x|;
dx&
*
2 |0
1
|x| :
u2(x) dx,
(1.12)
which is defined on a weighted Sobolev space.
The Euler equation for (1.12) leads us to consider the Dirichlet problem
L[u]=&2u+:
(x, {u)
|x|2
=
u p;&1
|x|;
+*u in 0
u>0 in 0 (1.13)
u=0 on 0,
where :<N&2 and p;=2(N&:&;)(N&:&2) is critical for L (in a cer-
tain sense, both linear operators in (1.2) and (1.13) may be regarded as a
laplacian in a ‘‘fractional’’ space dimension).
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Again, we confine ourselves to the case 0<*<*1 (:), where *1 (:) now
is the first eigenvalue on 0 of L=&2+: ((x, {)|x|2), i.e.,
*1 (:)= min
. # H1
0
(0) |0
1
|x|:
|{.(x)| 2 dx<|0
1
|x|:
.2(x) dx . (1.14)
Then, the following results hold (here N4):
Theorem 2.A. If :N&4 and p;2*, then (1.13) has at least one
solution u # H 10(0) when 0<*<*1(:). Moreover, if 0=B(0, R), this result
holds for any p;>2.
Theorem 2.B. If N&4<:<N&2 and p;2*, then (1.13) has at least
one solution u # H 10(0) when **(:)<*<*1 (:), where
*
*
(:)= min
. # H1
0
(0) |0
1
|x|:
|{.(x)|2
|x|2&
dx<|0
1
|x| :
.2(x)
|x|2&
dx (1.15)
and &=N&:&2.
Theorem 2.C. If N&4<:<N&2 and 0=B(0, R), then (1.13) has
solution u # H 10(B(0, R)) if and only if **(:)<*<*1 (:).
Let us briefly comment on Theorems 2.A2.C.
First, we remark that the bound p;2* originates from a simple argu-
ment: indeed, if p;>2*, then problem (1.13) has a critical behaviour at
x=0, but it has a supercritical behaviour near the other points of 0, and
this fact makes the standard concentration-compactness arguments fail. On
the other hand, if 0=B(0, R), then a straightforward adaptation of the
techniques developed in [GNN] shows that any solution of (1.13) is
radially symmetric; this allows overcoming the bound p;2*, as, in this
case, concentration happens only at the origin, where (1.13) has critical
behaviour.
Second, let us observe that a dimension N becomes critical for L in
problem (1.13) depending only on :, and not on the pair ( p; , ;), according
to our principle, which relates critical dimensions only to properties of the
linear operator.
Finally, let us check our principle in this case. The Green function for L
is now G(0, x)=|x|&N+:+2 ; it turns out that G is L2loc with respect to the
weight |x| &: precisely when :>N&4. This shows that our principle works
also in weighted spaces.
The principle relating critical dimensions with fundamental solutions
may be exploited (with suitable adaptations) also for nonlinear operators.
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For instance, let us consider the problem
&2pu=*u p&1+u p*&1 in 0
u>0 in 0 (1.16)
u=0 on 0,
where 2p=div( |{u| p&2{) is the so-called p-laplacian (1<p<), while
p
*
=Np(N& p) is the limit exponent for Sobolev immersion of H1, p into
Lr.
It is known (see [GP]) that problem (1.16) has a solution for 0<*<*1
(here *1 is the first eigenvalue of &2p on 0, i.e., the minimum of the ratio
0 |{u| p 0 |u| p), provided Np2, while the case p<N<p2 is substan-
tially open. Therefore, dimensions p<N<p2 should be critical for the non-
linear operator &2p . Now, checking the fundamental solution G(0, x) of
&2p we find out that G(0, x)=C |x| ( p&N)( p&1), which belongs to L ploc(R
N)
precisely when p<N<p2.
In the next section we shall give the proof of Theorems 1.A, 1.B, and 1.C,
briefly sketching arguments which are straightforward transpositions of
[BN], while giving all details as the case may be. For the sake of brevity,
we shall give only a very brief outline of the proofs of Theorems 2.A2.C
as they can be obtained in a quite similar way.
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1.A. The so-called limit problem for (1.2) is
L[U]=&2U&+
U
|x|2
=U2*&1 in RN, (2.1)
which, for any =>0, has solutions
U= (x)=
C=
(= |x| #$- + +|x| #- + )- +
, (2.2)
where #=- + +- + &+, #$=- + &- + &+, while
C= \ 4=N(+ &+)N&2 +
- + 2
.
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Let us define
S=
RN ( |{U= (x)|2&+ (U=2(x)  |x|2)) dx
(RN U=2* (x) dx)22*
. (2.3)
The constant S is independent of =; moreover, U= being a solution to
(2.1), the following equalities obviously hold:
S=
RN U= (x) L[U= (x)] dx
(RN U=2*(x) dx)22*
=
RN U=2*(x) dx
(RN U=2*(x) dx)22*
. (2.4)
Reasoning just as in [BN], we see that a sufficient condition for (1.2) to
have a solution (we recall that 0<*<*1 (+)) is the existence of a function
u # H 10(0) such that
Q* (u)=
0 ( |{u(x)|2&+(u2(x)  |x|2)&*u2(x)) dx
(0 |u(x)| 2*)22*
<S (2.5)
or equivalently, if we define L*=L&*I,
Q* (u)=
0 u(x) L* [u(x)] dx
(0 |u(x)|2*)22*
<S . (2.6)
To this end, we shall perform asymptotic estimates on functions u= of the
form
u= (x)=.(x) U = (x), (2.7)
where U = (x)=(1C= ) U= (x), while
.(x) # D*(0)=[. # C 0 (0) : .(x)#1 in a neighbourhood of x=0].
Of course, U = (x) solves a slightly modified version of (2.1), namely,
L[U =(x)]=C=2*&2U =2*&1(x) (2.8)
which obviously implies
U = (x) L* [U = (x)]=C=2*&2U =2*(x)&*U =2(x) . (2.9)
Now, if v is any function in H 10(0) and . # D(0), we have
.vL* [.v]=.2vL* [v]+.vL* [.v]&.2vL* [v]
=.2vL* [v]+.v(&v2.&2{. } {v); (2.10)
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hence
|
0
.(x) v(x) L* [.(x) v(x)] dx&|
0
.2(x) v(x) L* [v(x)] dx
=&|
0
v2(x) .(x) 2.(x) dx&2 |
0
.(x) v(x) {.(x) } {v(x) dx
=&|
0
v2(x) .(x) 2.(x) dx& 12 |
0
{.2(x) } {v2(x) dx
=|
0
v2(x) (&.(x) 2.(x)+ 12 2.
2(x)) dx
=|
0
|{.(x)|2 v2(x) dx. (2.11)
Let us apply (2.11) when v=U = ; taking into account (2.9), we get
|
0
.(x) U = (x) L* [.(x) U = (x)] dx
=|
0
.2(x) U = (x) L*[U = (x)] dx+|
0
|{.(x)|2 U =2 (x) dx
=C=2*
&2 |
0
.2(x) U =2*(x)+|
0
( |{.(x)|2&*.2(x)) U =2(x) dx (2.12)
whence
Q* (u=)=
\ C
2*&2
= 0 .
2(x) U 2*= (x)
+0 ( |{.(x)| 2&*.2(x))U 2= (x) dx+
( 0 .2*(x) U 2*= (x))
22*
=
\ 0 U
2*
= (x) dx+C
2
= 0 ( |{.(x)|
2
&*.2(x))U =2(x) dx+0 (.2(x)&1) U 2*= (x) dx +
(0 U 2*= (x) dx+0(.
2*(x)&1) U 2*= (x) dx)
22*
=
RN U 2*= (x) dx+C
2
= 0 ( |{.(x)|
2&*.2(x)) U 2=(x) dx+:(., =)
( RN U 2*= (x) dx+;(., =))
22* ,
(2.13)
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where
:(., =)=&|
0c
U 2*= (x) dx+|
0
(.2(x)&1) U 2*= (x) dx
(2.14)
;(., =)=&|
0c
U 2*= (x) dx+|
0
(.2*(x)&1) U 2*= (x) dx
and 0c stands for the complement of 0.
From (2.4) and (2.13) we see that Q*(u=)<S, when = is sufficiently small,
provided both the following conditions hold when =  0:
(i) |
0
( |{.(x)|2&*.2(x)) U 2=(x) dx<0
(2.15)
(ii) :(., =), ;(., =)=o \ C2= |0 ( |{.(x)|2&*.2(x)) U 2= (x) dx + .
Now, if . # D*(0), we see by direct inspection that :(., =), ;(., =)=
O(=N2), hence (2.15-ii) is fulfilled; as regards (2.15-i), we see that it is
fulfilled for any *>0 if (and only if) U = tends, when =  0, to a function
whose square is not summable near x=0. But
U = (x)  G(0, x)=
1
|x| #
,
i.e., the generalized fundamental solution of L (see Section 1), which is not
L2-summable near x=0 iff #=- + +- + &+N2, which in turn is equiv-
alent to ++ &1; this concludes the proof of Theorem 1.A. K
Proof of Theorem 1.B. To begin with, we need the following
Lemma 1. Let 0/RN be a smooth bounded domain, N3, such that
0 # 0; let us define
*
*
(+)= inf
. # H1
0
(0) |0
|{.(x)|2
|x|2#
dx < |0
.2(x)
|x|2#
dx (2.16)
and #=- + +- + &+.
Then *
*
(+) is attained for a positive . # H 10(0), and 0<**(+)<*1 (+),where *1 (+) is the first eigenvalue of L=&2&(+|x|2) I and +<+ =
(N&2)24.
Proof. The existence of a minimum in (2.16) is standard, as well as the
positivity of . (x) and the estimate *
*
(+)>0; let us briefly sketch the proof
of the other half of our statement, i.e., *
*
(+)<*1 (+).
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Let us denote by u1 (x) # H 10(0) a (positive) eigensolution solving
Lu1=*1 (+) u1 ; if we choose .(x)=|x| # u1 (x), trivial calculations show
that
|
0
|{.(x)|2
|x|2#
dx < |0
.2(x)
|x|2#
dx=*1(+);
hence *
*
(+)*1 (+). On the other hand, taking into account that
u1 (x) # H 10(0), we see that x=0 is an interior (absolute) minimum for
.(x), which is not compatible with any . minimizer for (2.16); therefore,
*
*
(+)<*1 (+). K
Now let us prove Theorem 1.B. Since + &1<+<+ , when =  0
|
0
( |{.(x)|2&*.2(x)) U 2= (x) dx  |
0
( |{.(x)| 2&*.2(x)) |x| &2# dx
(2.17)
and the second integral in (2.17) is obviously positive if * is sufficiently
small; therefore, there is no chance to obtain (2.15-i) for small positive
values of *.
On the other hand, if *>*
*
(+) then, by Lemma 1 and standard density
arguments, there exists .(x) # D*(0), which makes the second integral in
(2.17) negative, so that (2.15-i) is fulfilled, together with (2.15-ii), .(x)
being flat near x=0; hence Theorem 1.B follows. K
Proof of Theorem 1.C. This proof is based on a Pohozaev-type argu-
ment, in analogy with the proof of Theorem C in [BN]. Without losing
generality, we may suppose that 0=B, where B=B(0, 1) is the unit ball
centered at the origin.
First of all, we want to calculate *1 (+) and **(+), which are defined, as
we already know, by the minimum problems
*1 (+)= min
u # H1
0
(B) |B \ |{u(x)|2&+
u2(x)
|x| 2 + dx < |B u2(x) dx ,
*
*
(+)= min
v # H1
0
(B) |B
|{v(x)|2
|x|2#
dx < |B
v2(x)
|x|2#
dx . (2.18)
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Due to spherical symmetry and standard rearrangement arguments, the
minimizers in (2.18) are spherically symmetric; hence, we may pass to
spherical coordinates, so that
*1 (+)= min
u=u(\)
u # H1
0
(B)
10 (\
N&1(u$(\))2&+\N&3 u2(\)) d\
10 \
N&1u2(\) d\
,
*
*
(+)= min
v=v(\)
v # H1
0
(B)
10 \
N&1&2#(v$(\))2 d\
10 \
N&1&2#v2(\) d\
. (2.19)
The Euler equation for u and v are, respectively,
u"(\)+
(N&1)
\
u$(\)++
u(\)
\2
+*1 (+) u(\)=0 ;
(2.20)
v"(\)+
(N&1&2#)
\
v$(\)+*
*
(+) v(\)=0 .
By defining w(\)=\#$u(\), where #$=- + &- + &+, and &1=N&2#$=
2(1+- + &+), &2=N&2#=2(1&- + &+), we transform (2.20) into
w"(\)+
&1&1
\
w$(\)+*1 (+) w(\)=0 ;
(2.21)
v"(\)+
&2&1
\
v$(\)+*
*
(+) v(\)=0 ;
let us remark that + &1<+<+ implies 2<&1<4 and 0<&2<2.
Now, let J_ be the Bessel function
J_ (z)= :

h=0
(&1)h
(z2)_+2h
h! 1(_+h+1)
about which we shall need the well-known properties
(i) x2J"_(x)+xJ$_(x)+(x2&_2) J_(x)=0 ;
(ii) \_>&1 _ x_>0 : J_ (x)>0 in (0, x_), J_ (x_)=0 ;
(2.22)
(iii) If &1<_$<_" then 0<x_$<x_" ;
(iv) J$_(x)=
_
x
J_(x)&J_+1(x) .
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Let us define ’=- + &+; straightforward calculations, which take into
account (2.22-i), show that the functions
w~ (\)=\&’J’ (\) , v~ (\)=\’J&’(\) (2.23)
solve the equations
w~ "(\)+
&1&1
\
w~ $(\)+w~ (\)=0 ,
(2.24)
v~ "(\)+
&2&1
\
v~ $(\)+v~ (\)=0,
respectively; a comparison between (2.21) and (2.24) shows that
*1 (+)=x2’ , **(+)=x
2
&’ , (2.25)
while the minimizers in (2.19), which solve (2.20), are given by
u(\)=\&#$w~ (x’\) , v(\)=v~ (x&’\) ,
i.e., by (2.23) (neglecting multiplicative constants)
u(\)=\1&N2J’ (x’\) , v(\)=\’J&’ (x&’\) . (2.26)
Let us remark that when N=3 and +=0 (i.e., the case of [BN]), then
’= 12 and J12 (\)=- 2? sin(\)- \, J&12(\)=- 2? cos(\)- \; hence
x12=?, x&12=?2, so that *1=?2, **=
1
4 ?
2= 14 *1 . As regards u and v,
we have u(\)=sin(\)\, v(\)=cos(\).
Once *
*
(+) is calculated, we must prove that problem (1.2) has no solu-
tions for **
*
(+); to do this, following the ideas in [BN], we shall con-
struct a Pohozaev-type identity.
An adaptation of the results in [GNN] gives us that, when 0=B, any
solution of (1.2) must be spherically symmetric. The radial equation for
(1.2) is
u"+
N&1
\
u$++
u
\2
+*u+u2*&1=0 . (2.27)
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Let (\), |(\) be two smooth functions; we suppose (0)=0, $(0)>0,
"(0)=0. Let us multiply (2.27) first by \N&1u$(\) (\), then by
\N&1u(\) |(\), and let us sum and integrate on [0, 1]. We obtain
|
1
0
\N&1u$2\12 $&
N&1
2

\
&|+ d\
+|
1
0
\N&1u2 \|"+(N&1) |$\ +
+
\2
(2|+$+(N&3)

\+
+*\$+(N&1) \+2|)+ d\
+|
1
0
\N&1u2N(N&2) \ |+N&22N \$+(N&1)

\++ d\=
1
2
(1)(u$(1))2 .
(2.28)
By choosing |=(( 12 $&((N&1)2) \, so that the first integral in
(2.28) vanishes, we obtain the following Pohozaev-type identity:
1
2 |
1
0
\N&1u2 \ 12 $$$+\
(N&1)(3&N)
2
+2++ \ $\2&

\3 ++2*$+ d\
+
N&1
N |
1
0
\N&1u2N(N&2) \$&\ + d\=
1
2
(1)(u$(1))2 . (2.29)
Now we want to pick (\) in such a way that the first term in (2.29)
vanishes. To this end, let us consider the differential equation
1
2
.$$$+\(N&1)(3&N)2 +2++ \
.$
\2
&
.
\3++2*.$=0; (2.30)
with the change of variables (\  1- *)\ and multiplying by 2, we are led
to consider the Cauchy problem
.$$$+((N&1)(3&N)+4+) \.$\2&
.
\3++4.$=0; (2.31)
.(0)=0; .$(0)=1; ."(0)=0.
We want to determine the first positive root of the solution . of (2.31);
if we name this \0 , then *=\20 is the first eigenvalue of (2.30).
A rather lengthy and tedious (but quite elementary) calculation, which
takes into account (2.22-i), shows that the solution of (2.31) is given by
.(\)=\ J&’(\) J’ (\) (2.32)
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so that the first positive root of . is \0=x&’ , and the first eigenvalue of
(2.19) is *=x2&’=**(+).
If we choose
(\)=.(- * \) (2.33)
the first integral in (2.29) vanishes, and (2.29) becomes
N&1
N |
1
0
\N&1u2N(N&2) \$&\+ d\=
1
2
(1)(u$(1))2 . (2.34)
Now, if **
*
(+)=x2&’ , then, taking into account (2.22-ii) and (2.22-iii)
we have
(1)=J&’ (- *) J’ (- *)0; (2.35)
on the other hand,
$&

\
<0 on [0, 1). (2.36)
In fact, (2.36) merely says that (\)$<0 in [0, 1), which in turn is equiv-
alent to say that the function J&’ (\) J’ (\) has a negative derivative in
[0, - *); but, using (2.22-ii), we have
(J&’ (\) J’ (\))$=&J&’ (\) J’+1 (\)&J1&’ (\) J’ (\) (2.37)
and the right term in (2.37) is negative in [0, - *)/[0, x&’ ), taking into
account (2.22-ii), (2.22-iii), and the fact that 0<’<1.
By substituting (2.35), (2.36) into (2.34) we get that u(\)#0 for **
*
(+),
which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.C. K
Proofs of Theorems 2.A2.C. As already mentioned, we shall omit the
proofs of Theorems 2.A2.C, due to the straightforward analogy with
Theorems 1.A2.C. Nevertheless, we shall give here just a few technical
details to easily transpose the proofs of Theorems 1.A2.C to the present
situation.
The limit problem for (1.13) is
L[U]=&2U+:
(x, {U)
|x|2
=
U p;&1
|x| ;
,
which, for any =>0, has solutions
U= (x)=
C=
(=+|x| 2&;) (N&:&2)(2&;)
,
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where
C= (=(N&:&2)(N&:&;)) (N&:&2)(4&2;) ,
while the constant S, instead of (2.3), is now defined by
S=|
RN
1
|x| :
|{U= (x)| 2 dx < \|RN
1
|x| :
Up;= (x)
|x|;
dx+
2p;
.
Starting here, one can easily adapt the proof of Theorem 1.A in order to
get the proof of Theorem 2.A.
The proof of Theorem 2.B is an almost verbatim reproduction of the
proof of Theorem 1.B (including Lemma 1), so we shall omit it. As regards
Theorem 2.C, if we define $=(N&:&2)2, the analogous of (2.25) is now
*1 (:)=x2$ , **(:)=x
2
&$ ,
where *1 (:), **(:) are defined in (1.14), (1.15), respectively.
Moreover, the Pohozaev-type argument keeps substantially unchanged;
let us only remark that now |= 12$&((N&:&1)2) \, while (\) is
deduced, as before, from .(\), which now solves the Cauchy problem
.$$$+(N&:&1)(3+:&N) \.$\2&
.
\3++4.$=0 ; (2.31)
.(0)=0; .$(0)=1; ."(0)=0,
whose solution is
.(\)=\J&$ (\) J$ (\).
3. REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
Let us consider problem (1.1), and let us suppose N=3. As (1.1) is an
autonomous problem, we may concentrate the test functions u= (x) on
which we estimate Q* (see (1.8)(1.9)) near any point x0 # 0; hence, a
straightforward adaptation of [BN] leads to the following
Theorem B$. If N=3, problem (1.1) has at least one solution u # H 10 (0)
when *
*
<*<*1 , where **=minx0 # 0 **(x0 ) and
*
*
(x0 )= min
. # H1
0
(0) |0
|{.(x)|2
|x&x0 |2
dx < |0
.2(x)
|x&x0 |2
dx . (3.1)
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Now, the following problem naturally arises:
Characterize the class 1 of open subsets 0/R3 for which (1.1)
has solution if and only if *
*
<*<*1 .
We may propose the following
Conjecture 1. An open subset 0/R3 belongs to the class 1 if and only
if (1.1) has no solutions when *=0 .
In order to prove Conjecture 1, one could try to prove the following two
assertions:
 Let *
**
=inf [* | (1.1) has a solution]. Then, when *  *
**
, any
branch of solutions of (1.1) concentrates near one or more points in 0;
 on the other hand, if any solution of (1.1) is sufficiently concen-
trated near x=x0 , then necessarily ***(x0 ), where **(x0 ) is defined by
(3.1).
If, as we suspect, the number *
*
=min *
*
(x0 ) plays a remarkable role in
solving (1.1) when N=3, it should be interesting to study how the ratio
*
*
*1 is affected by the geometry of 0. It is possible to evaluate numeri-
cally *
*
*1 when 0 is a box, and numerical evidence shows that ** *1
decreases when 0 becomes a cube; this suggests the following
Conjecture 2. The ratio *
*
*1 attains its minimum (i.e. 14) when 0 is
a ball.
Another problem regards the biharmonic operator (&2)2 in the critical
space dimensions N=5, 6, 7. We already pointed out (see Section 1) that
the PucciSerrin conjecture has been proved in this case; in fact, Pucci and
Serrin are able to prove in [PS2] that, when 0=B(=B(0, R)/RN), there
exists *
**
>0 (depending on N) such that the problem
(&2)2u=*u+|u| 4(N&4) u in B
(3.2)
u=
u
n
=0 on B
has no radial solutions for **
**
; on the other hand, Edmunds et al. have
proved in [EFJ] that (3.2) has a radial solution for *
*
<*<*1 , where
*
*
= min
. # H 2
0
(B) |B
|2.(x)| 2
|x|2N&8
dx < |B
.2(x)
|x|2N&8
dx. (3.3)
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Let us remark that (3.3) is quite ‘‘natural’’: indeed, the term |x| 8&2N is
the square of the fundamental solution of (&2)2 (apart from multiplicative
constants), so that (3.3), in the radial case, seems to be the natural
generalization of (3.1). However, nothing like Theorem 1.C or Theorem
2.C has been proved so far. The conjecture, of course, is:
Conjecture 3. Problem (3.2) has no radial solutions for **
*
.
In our opinion, Conjecture 3 cannot be proved by means of refinements
of Pohozaev identity in the case of polyharmonic operators; perhaps, new
ideas are needed. On the other hand, numerical evidence suggests us that
Conjecture 3 should be true.
Last but not least, it should be interesting to check whether the following
conjecture, which is the analogous of Theorem B for the operator &2p , is
true:
Conjecture 4. Let p<N<p2. Then (1.16) has a solution if *
*
<*<*1 ,
where *
*
=minx0 # 0 **(x0 ) and
*
*
(x0 )= min
. # H
0
1, p (0) |0
|{.(x)| p
( |x&x0 | (N& p)(p&1))p
dx<|0
|.(x)|p
( |x&x0 | (N&p)(p&1))p
dx.
(3.4)
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